By Joseph Ax

NEW YORK (Reuters) - The former leaders of New York's two legislative chambers face simultaneous public corruption trials this month in a Manhattan federal courthouse, shining a spotlight on the sordid side of state politics.

Former New York State Assembly Speaker Sheldon Silver, long one of the state's most powerful lawmakers, goes on trial this week on charges that he used his office to collect millions of dollars in kickbacks and bribes.

Dean Skelos, former Senate majority leader, faces his own criminal trial on Nov. 16. He is charged with takingofficial ac-
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Both men have resigned their leadership posts, though they remain in the legislature. They have denied the allegations, with Silver saying repeatedly that he will be vindicated at trial.

The trials are the highest-profile cases in a string of corruption scandals. More than 30 state lawmakers have either been indicted or forced from office in recent years.

U.S. Attorney Preet Bharara has cast the allegations as symptomatic of a "show-me-the-money culture" that had transformed New York's statehouse into "one of the most corrupt governments in the nation."

Those comments prompted a motion from Silver's lawyers to dismiss the indictment, arguing that Bharara had tainted potential jurors. U.S. District Judge Valerie Caproni said she was "troubled" by the remarks but allowed the case to proceed.

Susan Lerner, executive director of the good government group Common Cause of New York, said lawmakers have refused to consider meaningful ethics reforms despite continued scandals.

"It's a culture of entitlement that needs to be broken," she said.

Gerald Benjamin, a professor at the State University of New York at New Paltz, said the legislature's popularity rating is so dismal that there is little downside for lawmakers to maintain the status quo.

"The institutional reputation is in the sewer, and can't go lower," he said.

Silver, who was arrested in January, faces seven counts tied to two alleged schemes.

First, prosecutors say Silver earned $3 million for referring asbestos sufferers to a personal injury law firm despite doing no legal work on the cases. Those patients came from a doctor who secretly received $500,000 in state money for research at Silver's direction, according to the government.

The doctor, Robert Taub, is a professor at Columbia University and founded a mesothelioma center affiliated with the school. Taub is expected to testify for the government at trial after agreeing to cooperate under a nonprosecution deal.

Following Silver's arrest, Columbia said it would dissolve the center and fire Taub, who has challenged his termination in a lawsuit.
A lawyer for Taub, Lisa Zornberg, declined to comment on the Silver trial.

Prosecutors say the second scheme allowed Silver to collect $700,000 in kickbacks by steering real estate developers with business before the legislature to another law firm that specializes in challenging tax assessments.

One of the developers is Glenwood Management, which manages nearly 9,000 apartments in Manhattan and is a major campaign donor for New York politicians.

Glenwood also features prominently in the Skelos case, where the former Senate leader is accused of pressuring Glenwood to pay his son, Adam, in exchange for political support.

A subpoena served on Glenwood as part of the Silver probe ended up yielding crucial evidence against Skelos, court documents filed by prosecutors show.

A lawyer for Glenwood, which is not accused of wrongdoing, did not respond to a request for comment on Friday.

(Reporting by Joseph Ax; Editing by David Gregorio)
### Airport in New York City over the weekend due to a security snafu, according to the airline.

American Airlines Flight 1671 arrived at JFK…

### Police Arrest 18-Year-Old Suspect in Rape and Slaying of Pastor's Pregnant Wife

Larry Taylor of Indianapolis has been arrested in the
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This bale of hay nearly devastated a ranch.

A bale of hay is one of the thousands of things a business can-
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### Texas student arrested over clock seeks millions from city, schools

The family of a Texas teenager, arrested for bringing a homemade clock to school that was mistaken for a
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### UK wife who poisoned husband is foiled by spelling mistake

A British woman who tried to kill her husband by poisoning his Christ-
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### Southwest flight headed to LAX diverted after 3 passengers display suspicion

A Southwest Airlines flight headed to the Los Angeles Interna-
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### States With the Biggest Heroin Problem

America has been fighting a war on drugs for decades, and the fight continues to this day. The pri-
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### The 13 Shortest Marriages in Celebrity History

Now, it's time to talk about the
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### One of the Biggest Problems on College Campuses is One We Never Talk About

Is higher education really about equal opportunity?
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### Ex-Benghazi panel staffer files new claim against Gowdy

WASHINGTON (AP) — A former Republican staffer fired from the House Benghazi committee filed a law-
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### Officials: Inmates Try to Escape Prison Using Gun Made From Soap, Toilet Paper

Two Louisiana inmates almost escaped jail using a
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### Ford recalls 450,000 cars over fuel tank valve problems

In what is shaping up to be the biggest year in history for automotive recalls, Ford has issued another safety recall in North America for a fuel tank issue affecting almost half a million cars in the US, Mexico and